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ABSTRACT

A review was presented of operating, planned and high energy
accelerators under construction in the U.S. It was pointed out that the
program is broad based, addressing a variety of frontiers and encompass-
ing many of most fruitful projectiles, intensities, and energy ranges.
The U.S. program is also geographically diversified across the country in
major research centers. The physics productivity over the past years has
been excellent with a emphasis on the importance of sustaining the base
program at least until the SSC is operating and possibly beyond.

ACCELERATOR CENTERS

This paper will focus on accelerator projects in the United States,
concentrating on those that are operating, under construction or pro-
posed. Such accelerators are located at the major centers for these
activities and are at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Cornell, Fernilab
and SLAC. The SSC endeavors which are of paramount importance are being
extensively discussed by others at this meeting. Therefore, I will not
make any comments on this subject, however for completeness, I will make
a few remarks on the CEBAF Project.

I will begin by noting the different types of accelerators, fixed
target and colliders, and the use of a variety of projectiles (e",e*,p,p,
A) that are utilized to investigate the fundamental properties of matter.
The electron e', is the only particle that we know of that has no
structure (is point like), is stable, and exists naturally. Its anti-
particle the positron, (e*), is also stable in vacuum, however, it does
not exist naturally and must be artificially produced, thereby somewhat
limiting its intensity. The other naturally occurring stable particle is
the proton. It is just hydrogen gas stripped of its electrons. We now
know, however, that the proton is not fundamental, it is composed of
smaller units called quarks and the gluons which hold the quarks to-
gether. In our present understanding of the dynamics of these quarks,
they can never become free, as electrons do, but are forever destined to
be entrapped inside the proton (or other hadrons such as neutrons,
mesons, etc.). As such the energy of a proton (or its anti-particle the
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anti-proton) Is distributedX in a continuous fashion, in the quarks
and gluons. For completeness, we note a complex nucleus such as O16

S28,Au198 can be used as a projectile or a target, being viewed either as
a collection of protons and neutrons or alternately as a large number of
quarks or gluons.

With this assortment of possible projectiles e",e*,p,p,A one can
envisage all combinations but only a subset are considered to be useful.
The two common types of interactions inv »lve the so called fixed target
mode where one projectile is very energetic, nearly always traveling
close to the speed of light, hitting a stationary target; the second
being the collider mode where two projectiles are made to collide head
on. The former has the forte' of yielding a high intensity and rate of
interactions, but more limited in energy while the latter (collider)
allows access to the highest energies but are more limited in intensity.
Again among the colliders, as noted earlier, in an e',e* collider since
these particles are point-like all the e*,e* energy is available for the
production process while in the pp or pp case, the pp or pp~ energy is
distributed among the quarks and gluons and therefore only a fraction of
the total energy is available for the fundamental quark or gluon inter-
actions . Nevertheless, the energy available to these quarks and gluons
can be substantial and greater than is in the e',e* case because, up to
now, it has been possible to build much higher energy proton than elec-
tron machines (1,000 GeV vs. 100 GeV) due to the fact that electrons more
readily radiate away their energy than protons. Below is listed the
different types of machines and their locations.

Colliders:

e V
PP
PP
AA

Fixed Target:

PA
eA

SLAC, Cornell
Fermilab
SSC
BNL

BNL, Fermilab
SLAC, CEBAF

I now begin my survey of the activities at the major U.S. centers
beginning with Fermilab. This laboratory near Chicago, houses an ac-
celerator complex encompassing both fixed target and collider capability
with protons and anti-protons as principle projectiles. A site overview
is shown in Fig. 1. As in most hadron machines, the fixed target PA
collision gives rise to a wide variety of intense secondary beams com-
posed of IT'S, k's, p's, nu's, etc. Over the years there has been exten-
sive work on the detailed dynamics of TN, pN, kN interactions as well as
utilizing nu N interactions for the study of weak interactions and quark
gluon energy distribution inside the nucleon. In addition, the relative-
ly high energy available at the Tevatron accelerator at Fermilab has
allowed for studies of charm particles and led to the discovery of the
fifth quark, the b quark.

In*developing the collider mode, pp, this laboratory built a
machine utilizing superconducting magnets for the first time. A view of
the tunnel with both the warm and cold magnets is shown in Fig. 2. At
present both machines are running well with the collider achieving
luminosities lO^/cmVseCi at spec, with two large detectors CDF which has
been operational for several years, and 00 which should begin taking data
next year. The CDF has been studying the highest energy collisions at
any particle accelerator. This allows precision studies of well known



particles because they are produced in abundance, as well as sensitive
searches for hitherto unobserved massive objects. Recently measurements
have been made of the masses of the W,Z bosons the carriers of the weak
force; M,, - 80.0 ± 0.6 GeV and Hz - 90.9 ± 0.35 GeV. A search has been
made fcr the expected sixth quark, the t quark, with a limit for its mass
greater than 77 OeVI The question of whether the quark itself is an
elementary particle has also been addressed experimentally with the
result that if there is structure within the quark, it is at a distance
scale smaller than 2 x 10'17 cm. Presently this accelerator complex is
being upgraded by increasing the energy of the proton linac from 200 MeV
to 400 MeV. In addition, the construction of a new main injector is
proposed, nanely a 150 GeV proton synchrotron in a separate ring which
will allow for a higher flux of p and a luminosity of - 103Vcm2/sec for
the TEVATRON. The main justification is for more reliable operation and
extending the search for the top quark to - 200 GeV.

I now turn to the Stanford Linac complex at Stanford, California
which encompasses both a fixed target and collider mode of operation with
electrons. An overview of the site is shown in Fig. 3 with all its
complexity. Among the earlier important findings uncovered at SLAC with
the two-mile electron linac was the phenomenon of deep inelastic scatter-
ing, which indicated that there was structure to the proton, namely the
quarks. The development and use of electron-positron colliders was
pioneered at this laboratory culminating in a succession of three e'e*
machines: SPEAR 3 GeV x 3 GeV; PEP 15 GeV x 15 GeV and recently SLC 50
GeV x 50 GeV. The tau lepton, a third generation lepton analogous to the
electron and the muon was discovered at this laboratory as well as the
psi particle which with the J particle simultaneously found at BNL (to be
discussed later) was the first indication of a new flavor of quark,
namely, charm. This latter finding with the J received a Noble Prize in
physics. More recently experimenters at the SLC and at the LEP accelera-
tor at CERN established that there are only three flavors of neutrinos.
The advent of successful operations of the SLC accelerator has also
demonstrated the feasibility of building linear colliders. This new
technique which accelerates electrons in a straight line eliminates one
of the major difficulties of radiation loss experienced by electrons
going in circles. As such it allows for the possibility of constructing
high energy e"e* colliders. The short term plan at SLAC is a high
luminosity asymmetric B factory to be considered over the next year with
a long term plan for an intermediate linear collider (ILC). A sketch of
a layout of a ILC is shown in Fig. 4. It involves two linacs of - 3 km
length, each with their accompanying sources, compressor rings and fine
focus. Total energies of 0.5 - 1 TeV and luminosity of 1033-1034/cm2/sec
are contemplated. All in all an ambitious program.

Of the major centers, Cornell is the only one that is funded by the
NSF. Numerous electron accelerators have been built at this institution,
each one superceding and improving on the previous version, culminating
in the CESR e'e* collider completed in 1979. An overview of the Cornell
site is shown in Fig. 5. The CESR facility has operated for many years
with an ever improving performance, now achieving a luminosity of 1032/-
cm2/sec a record for e'e* colliding machines. There are two interaction
regions where the CLEO and CUSB detectors have accumulated millions of
interesting events. 0ne_of the beautiful results has been the unraveling
and deciphering of the bb bound states, namely upsilon spectroscopy.
This involved the upsilon (4S), upsilon (5S), upsilon (6S), the Inter-
mediate chi states and their numerous decay modes. This detailed study
is shown in Fig. 6 where the complexity is Illustrated by the numerous
states and decay schemes. The other recent main research activity has
involved the study of b decays, mainly into states containing charm
quarks. This has involved the accumulation of a million bb pairs per



year. Since some of the more interesting decay modes have very small
rates - 10**, 10*s upgrades of the accelerator are clearly desirable.
Already underway are activities to bring the luminosity to 5 x
1032/CIl2/sec by 1991. This will result in reducing the number of inter-
acting regions to one, at this stage of the game, well worth the price.
A further upgrade, named CESR PLUS (i.e. a B factory) is presently being
studied. Its goal is a luminosity of lO^/cmVsec at an energy of 10.6
Get with a proposal for construction expected in approximately one year.

The program at Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island
centers around the AGS accelerator which with several major improvements,
has been productive for more than 25 years. Its main virture, beyond its
longevity, has been the production of high intensity protons (- 1013

protons/second) that are accelerated to 30 GeV, and the concomitant
intense secondary beams of pions, kaons, antiprotons and neutrinos.
Experiments on this facility have resulted In three Nobel Prize Awards,
the previously noted discovery of the J particle, CP violation in K°
decays and the discovery of the second type of neutrino, the p neutrino.
An overview of the Brookhaven site complex is shown in Fig. 7. The
current physics program uses high intensity protons to search for new
physics in rare processes, and heavy ion beams to explore high density
nuclear matter. The study of the rare decay of K mesons probes the 100
TeV mass scale and physics beyond the standard model. One should recall
the example of n decay, this particle of mass - 100 MeV which decays
weakly into an electron and two neutrinos. A measurement of its decay
rate and the knowledge that the electromagnetic and weak forces are
unified (the same) would have led a very smart person to deduce, years
ago, that the W mass was between 30-100 GeV. In an analogous fashion, by
searching for the rare K decay Into a muon and an electron to a sen-
sitivity of 10*'2, plus some knowledge would allow one to explore the mass
of an unknown new particle to the - 100 TeV level.

The recently completed and ongoing upgrades of the AGS complex
involve the acceleration of light ions 016, Si2a and the construction of a
booster accelerator to be completed this year. This booster will in-
crease the proton intensity by a further factor of 4, the polarized
proton intensity by a factor of 20 and will allow for the acceleration of
ion species up to A * 200. This accelerator infrastructure provides the
basis for RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider) which is included for
start of construction in the President's 1991 budget. It has received
the enthusiastic support of the Nuclear Community over the past years and
NSAC gave it its highest priority for construction. The physics impact
is to heat up these large nuclei A » 200 by colliding them head on,
thereby creating conditions that existed during the first microseconds of
this universe. In effect, one is creating in the laboratory a quark-
gluon plasma, where these entities, thousands, are free to roan and
interact within a large nuclear volume. In effect one will be repeating
the creation of the universe--thousands if not millions of times and
seeing if it could come out different. A schematic of the RHIC accel-
erator is shown in Fig. 8 with the two concentric rings of superconduct-
ing magnets intersecting at several points around the ring where de-
tectors would be placed to study the interesting interactions of this A-A
collider. An indication of the readiness of this project is given in
Fig. 9 where the quench history of 8 full scale dipole magnets is dis-
played. The first quench of all aagnets is above that required for RHIC
operation, 3.5 Tesla, and the plateau field has -25Z margin of safety.
With the civil construction already in place and the R&D in good shape,
it is a project ready to go.

For completeness, I include a short discussion on CEBAF (Continuous
Electron Bean Accelerator Facility) at Newport News, VA, which is pre-



sently under construction. This is a nuclear physics facility utilizing
high intensity electron beams at U GeV energy in a fixed target mode.
The combination of energy, intensity and most important a continuous beam
of electrons makes CEBAF a unique facility. Construction began in 1987
with completion scheduled for 1993. The project includes three in-
strumented experimental areas to service hundreds of experimenters in
delving into the precise probing of nuclei by electrons.

I would conclude by stating that these major centers are providing
a broad and exciting program in high energy physics. The emphasis at
Fermilab will be on the pp collider, 2 TeV, lCr*/cmz/sec exploring the 100
GeV mass scale with extensions to 200 GeV. At SLAC the focus is on the
SLC collider with 100 GeV physics. The future possibilities include a B
factory and a linear collider exploring the 1 TeV energy domain. Cornell
will exploit its relatively high luminosity CESR with CLEO and if NSF is
willing have a high luminosity B factory in its future. BNL will exploit
the high intensity of its AGS accelerator complex taking a first look at
the 100 TeV virtual mass range and other rare lower energy, 5 GeV,
phenomena. This will be augmented by RHIC which should produce the quark
gluon plasma, 200 MeV physics, which has the potential of uncovering
hitherto unsuspected phenomena. All in all, the above totality of
programs should provide for a very exciting program in the years ahead.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Site overview of Fermilab.

Fig. 2. View of the tunnel with both warm and cold magnets at
Fermilab.

Fig. 3. Site overview of the Stanford linac complex.

Fig. 4. Sketch of SLAC's intermediate linear collider.

Fig. 5. Site overview of Cornell.

Fig. 6. Upsilon spectroscopy at the CESR facility at Cornell.

Fig. 7. Site overview of Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Fig. 8. Schematic of RHIC accelerator.

Fig. 9. Quench history of 8 RHIC magnets.
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